
GLOBAL COMMAND SERIES 

A Global War 1936-1945 Expansion 



The Deutsche Afrika Korps (DAK) was the German expeditionary force sent to 
assist Italian forces in North Africa. In this set we provide German units in Afrika 
korps Mustard as well as rules for easily transferring DAK units across the 
Mediterranean. 
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1.1 Formation of the Afrika Korps: Germany may form the Afrika Korps during its Production 

Phase so long as it is at war with a Major Power.   Germany pays 5 IPP and replaces the following 

units with mustard colored DAK units provided in this set:    

 * Up to 3 infantry 

 * Up to 1 motorized infantry 

 * Up to two artillery (Of any type) 

 * Up to two light armor (or 1 light and 1 medium armor) 

The German player may replace fewer units if he chooses - but these are the maximum.  

1.2 Transfer: Germany must then attempt to transfer these units to North Africa during Non-

Combat Movement.  These units must follow a lend-lease supply path as if they were being lend-

leased from their current location.   The units can only move across sea zones in the Mediterranean 

and end their move when they reach a territory with a Friendly port or shipyard.  All Afrika Korps 

units must go to the same location. 

1.3 Italian Transports: Germany may place transports it purchases adjacent to Italian port 

bases so long as they are connected to a German Major Factory via an undamaged rail line.   A 

maximum of two transports per game may be placed in this way. 

3  Afrika Korps Infantry (Mustard) 

2  Motorized Infantry (Mustard)  

2  Artillery (Mustard) 

1  Self-Propelled Artillery (Mustard) 

2  Light Armor (Mustard) 

1  Medium Armor (Mustard) 

1  German Transport (Black) 
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1.4 Interdiction: Each unit being transferred per 1.2 is subject to an interdiction die roll so long as 

there is at least one enemy warship/submarine anywhere in the Mediterranean sea (SZ 49-53, 151, 

and 80-81) or an enemy aircraft on Malta.  Roll a D12 for each unit being transferred. On an 11-12 

that unit is eliminated. 

1.5 Armor Markers: Mark each Afrika Korps armor unit with a Panzer Unit Marker (Light or 

Medium as appropriate).  These units may retreat even if they are the Defender. 

 

 

15th Panzer marker 

 

 

21st Panzer marker 

 

 

90th Lt Panzer Marker (light armor) 

 

 

164th Lt Panzer Division (light armor) 
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1.6 Self Propelled Artillery: Germany may purchase these as if they were a regular unit 

(i.e. they do not have to be only part of the DAK). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

First Strike: Attacking and Defending self-propelled artillery make their die rolls and remove 

casualties in combat before other units. Pair with armor to blitz. No river penalty. Pair with 

infantry a +1 attack. 

Unit Attack Defense Move Cost 

Self-Propelled 

Artillery 
3 3 2 5 
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